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1st Revision test.10th Eng. Thiruvallur dist. Tentative keys.
1.Embraced
2. inactive
3. grasped
4. uninterestingly
5. Failure
6. poor
7.shelves
8. non toxic
9. International Monetary Fund
10. according to
11. overcoat
12. in
13. would fly
14. whenever.
15. INSV features
One of the special features of INSV Tarini is that it encouraged use of environment friendly non-
conventional renewable energy resources such as the wind. It collected and updated
meteorological,
ocean and wave data on regular basis for accurate weather forecast by India meteorological
Department
(IMD) and also collected data for monitoring marine pollution on high seas.
16. Hunger and it’s attempt to get food prompted the young bird to fly finally.
17. M. Hamel had been in the village for forty years.
18. Nagen Uncle’s shop was next to a grocery shop and opposite the temple dedicated to Lord
Shiva.
19. a. What kind of quest does the poet seek here?
The poet seeks quests or opportunities which need courage to accomplish.
b. What is the poet’s hope?
The poet’s hope is that life will be the best after the last twist in life.
20. a) Who does ‘he’ refer to?
‘He’ refers to the cricket.
b) Summer and Winter are the seasons mentioned here
21. a) What is common for all of us?
The sun, air and water are common for all of us.
b) Mention the season referred here
Winter season is referred to here.
22. a) Is she complaining about the problems of life?
No, she is not complaining about the problems of life. She is highly hopeful of change of
adversities.

b) Pick out the words that show her grit.
strong, firm.
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23. Will I be helped by you?
24. Maya asked when Zigzag was coming there.
25. " The General is a woman" yelled the soldiers
26. On seeing the teacher, the children stood up.( Book page no 200)
27. a) Since today is your birthday, put on the new dress.
b) They will publish the results.
28. Go straight
Turn right on Anna street
Walk along the road.
Turn left on big street.
Walk forward and turn right.
Walk forward and you can see the Library on your left. Or Suitable directions.
29-32. Prose paragraphs .
33,34 Poem paragraphs
35. a) live, forgive
b) abab
c) Personification
d) law,live
36. Paraphrase.
Relevant / suitable points
37. Coherent order .
iii. Mulan heard about the surprise attack
iv. She got dressed and the went outside
ii. Mulan ordered the soldiers to hide so they could attack when the enemy came
i. The war was over and China was saved
v. No one cared anymore that Mulan was a woman.
38. i. He repented of his wickedness to the narrator and his family.
ii. He did not part with his precious stones.
iii. The narrator.
iv. He would carry with him to the other world the satisfaction of making one man happy.
v. No, he was not a poor man.
39-44
Identify the errors.
a. She baked the cake.
b. I prefer coffee to tea
c. One of the students is affected by Corona
d. This is the pen which/what I lost.
e. She is beautiful. Isn't she?
46. Developing Hints.
Title 1 mark
Paragraph 5 mark
Moral 2 marks
47. Comprehension
a. Water use in a country depends very much on its efficiency in water use
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b. The farmers and horticulturists make the water drip drop by drop at the roots of the crop
plants
c. With this method of irrigation a high output of crops is being harvested with small amount of
water
d. i. Moral values
ii. Inefficient/ Inability
OR
b. Poem comprehension.
a) The poet saw a bird.
b) the bird made the worm into halves and ate them in raw.
c) Yes. The bird drank water, Dews on the grass.
d) The eyes are compared to frightened Beads.

Tentative keys Prepared by
B N Rajesh Kanna BT ASST GHSCHOOL OBASAMUTHIRAM TIRUVALLUR DIST.
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